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energy ^xenange between a high-current beam and—a -
urce at an accelerating gap is treated with a simple trans-

•:iston line theory There exists a matching condtfkia'fnr r̂
v. men the beam energy gain is equal to the source voltage.
'. '•.-' toiai enerzy gain in a muitieap system is expressed in
••rms ji individual source voltages ana the beam

I INTRODUCTION

ii-reniiy. muitigap high-current acceieratorsfl.2j have
.: iractea considerable attention because of their potential
^plications lr. diverse areas. L'nlike a low current beam
n ihe conventional accelerators, a high-current beam ac-

moanies a substantial amount of field energy Thus, as a
::nn-oirrent beam passes through an accelerating gap. the
nrrey transfer takes place not only from the source to 'he

1 ••• un out aiso from the beam to the source. The latter is
uiiv ignored in the low-current accelerator systems.
la ima work, the enerzy exchange between a beam and

i -wtirce it an accelerating gap is treated with a simple
r.insnussion line theory The beam energy gained as it
..-..-.»•:> uiroiKtn the accelerating gap is expressed in terms

; (in- -jurce voitaire. the beam current, and the charac-
• •nstic impedance of the transmission line. There exists
i m.urhine condition at which the accelerating voltage is
ni.u to i tit- source voltage. The analysis is extended to a
!><• ivtifri" the .iccHerating gap is shunted with a resistor.

I :.•• i't-.im f«»-rgy gained in a muitigap accelerator system
- ••\pr<*ss<»d in terms of relevant parameters.

.1 J HA\SMISSION I.1M-. \IODtL

I lie interaction between a beam and an accelerating gap
iv !,- (•xrnhed with a tjiscontimiity m a transmission

.. :i A in. a iiif ii'-.un t f rminates tin- "ini ol fhe trana-

.i.-r.iou inn- u» shown in Fig. I As a ptiise produced by a.
•used pow<r source arrives the discontinuity, continuities
• .'—nnrr»i •>! rhe voltage and current from the trans-
ition lm<* ro the beam i Kirchhorf s voltage and current

.-.v>i U-- .unsider T rise wh»«n ,x juilse oi constant ampii-
1 nile. V «. from the source and a beam current of constant

Figure 1: Schematic representation of an accelerating gap
and a high-current beam.

amplitude. Ig, are arriving at the gap simultaneously. "Tie
voltage and current of the pulse are related by Vs = f sZ0

in, the, transmission line, where Zr, is the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line. The boundary con-
dition that the sum of currents at the discontinuity equals
zero necessitates a reflected pulse /_ such that

Is +• f- = i)

where the voltage of the reflected pulse is given by i_ =
— f-Za. The b<»am experience a accelerating voltage. Vn

which is the sum of voltages oi the incident and reliected
pulses appearing across the gup given by

tliminatine /_ and V*_ from Eas. ( U -ind <2). one tiads
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It a apparent from Eq. ['•]) that the voltage across the
beam. Vg. which is the accelerating voltage, a not always
••nual to rhe source vnltasce IV = }<Zn. The maxcninir
condition lor which the accelerating vnitaaris et;uai to the
iource voltage. Vg = l>-. is only when

f»n» = la \jr I -«, = I ft Zn- u

i e.. the source voltage is equal to the beam current umes
the characteristic impedance. Under itm ^"^<"m the
full eaergy tnmftr takes place from the sauce to the
beam. This result is illustrated rn Fig. 2. It is inwnsnaz
to note that when v> = 0. Eq. (3) reduces to Vg =


